Dear Members and Friends,

Our compliments to the institutions that have maintained quality Holocaust education and commemoration programming during this global pandemic. Some of these excellent programs are listed below in the FYI section and are available to the public.

Best wishes for 2021. We are all hoping it will be a much better year than 2020.

Stay safe and be well,

Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and from other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor community: genshoah@gmail.com.

For event submissions: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish for it to appear in the upcoming month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, etc. Survivors, their children and grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the group to find old
ANNOUNCEMENTS

The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum has made available online the full sound recordings of the War Crimes Proceedings of the International Military Tribunal (IMT) established in Nuremberg, Germany, commonly referred to as the Nuremberg Trials. Additionally, the film evidence presented by the World War II Allied prosecutors at the trial is now available for online viewing. The collection consists of 1,942 gramophone discs holding 775 hours of hearings and 37 reels of film used as evidence in the trials.

UPCOMING CONFERENCES

Non-German Camps During the Holocaust Period
December 7 – 10, 2020
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS & WEBINARS

Online Holocaust Education Seminar
Analyzing Propaganda and Teaching Media Literacy
The Holocaust as a Case Study
December 16, 2020 3:30 pm – 6:00 pm ET
Goodwin Education Center, NJ & Echoes and Reflections
To register, please contact Helen Kirschbaum at HKirschbaum@jfedsnj.org

LGBTQ + Histories of the Holocaust
January 4 – 8, 2021
Virtual Program, US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

Heroines of the Holocaust: 2021 International Symposium
June 2 – 3, 2021
Wagner College Holocaust Center, Staten Island, NY
For more: lmorowit@wagner.edu and holocaust.center@wagner.edu

UPCOMING EVENTS

Exhibit: Rendering Witness: Holocaust Era Art as Testimony
Exhibit: *Ordinary Treasures: Highlights from the Museum of Jewish Heritage Collection*, inspired by the Museum’s original Core Exhibition and by the Museum publication *To Life: 36 Stories of Memory and Hope*.

Now— May 2, 2021—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Exhibit: *Auschwitz. Not long ago. Not far away*. The most comprehensive exhibition dedicated to the history of Auschwitz and its role in the Holocaust ever presented in North America. The *NY Times* recommends visiting the Museum's website for historical information, blog posts, and videos that give further depth to the exhibition.

Now—June 27, 2021—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Exhibit: *They Shall be Counted: The Theresienstadt Ghetto Art of Erich Lichtblau-Lesky*

Now—May 2022—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queens, NY
Exhibit: *The Concentration Camps: Inside the Nazi System of Incarceration and Genocide*. This new, original exhibition surveys the scope and brutality of the Nazi system of incarceration and genocide, underscoring the horrific consequences of intolerance, racism, & authoritarianism.

December 1 - 15, 2020—Greensboro History Museum, Greensboro, North Carolina
History Museum Offers Holocaust Webinar Series in December

December 1, 2020, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Zoom Discussion *When the World Was Closed: Shanghai and the Jewish Refugees of WWII*
Suggested donation.

December 1, 2020, 4:00 pm ET—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

December 2, 2020, 16:00 SAST—Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Center, Forest Town, South Africa
80th Commemoration Marking the Patria Disaster and the Deportation to Mauritius

December 2, 2020, 11:00 am MT—Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff, AZ
Zoom event: *Topography of Terror: Representing Nazism and the Holocaust in Germany (Berlin)* with Thomas Lutz, director of Topography of Terror, Berlin.

December 2, 2020, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Virtual *Generation to Generation Event* featuring 3G Michael Zegen.

December 2, 2020, 7:00 pm ET—Kean University, Union, NJ
Online program: Murray Pantirer Annual Scholar Lecture - *Hitler's Jewish Refugees: Hope and Anxiety in Portugal 1940-1945*, with Dr. Marion Kaplan.
December 2, 2020, 7:00 pm CT—World Without Genocide, St. Paul, MN
*Genocide and Crimes Against Humanity: Punishing and Preventing the World’s Worst Crimes.* Fees.

December 3, 2020, 12:00 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
*Family History Today: Yad Vashem’s Shoah Database*

December 3, 2020, 3:30 pm PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
*Defiant Requiem: Teaching the Holocaust Through Stories of Resistance*

December 4, 2020, 10:00 am MT—Phoenix Holocaust Association, Phoenix, AZ
Virtual event *On This Fateful Day in 1942* with Holocaust survivor Dr. Alexander White. For more: afusco@azjhs.org

December 6, 2020, 3:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial Resource and Education Center of FL, Maitland, FL
*Virtual conversation with 3rd Generation of a Holocaust Survivor Lauren Meyerowitz Port.*

December 6, 2020, 3:00 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
*Lessons From Elie Wiesel for Today.* Fees.

December 6, 2020, 4:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, New York, NY
*Virtual program: Women of Valor — Stories of Resistance in Paris*

December 7, 2020, 10:00 am ET—Holocaust Council of Greater MetroWest, Whippany, NJ
*Virtual Bagels and Books: My Grandfather Would Have Shot Me* by Jennifer Teege and Nikola Sellmair.

December 8, 2020, 2:00 pm ET—NEXT GENERATIONS, Boca Raton, FL
Dr. Irit Felsen Webinar: *Intimacy and Trauma*

December 8, 2020, 7:00 pm ET—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
*The Tehran Children: Iran’s Unexpected and Suppressed Connection to the Holocaust*

December 9, 2020, 12:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center, Maitland, FL
Online program: *In My Own Words* with Holocaust survivor Dr. Edith Eger.

December 9, 2020, 2:00 pm ET—Liberation 75, Toronto, Canada
*Beyond All Memories* film screening and discussion about a treasury of Jewish musical culture destroyed during Kristallnacht.

December 9, 2020, 6:00 pm— NEXT GENERATIONS, Boca Raton, FL
Webinar with Avital Meirzon: *Mindfulness is the Secret to Effective Self-Care.*
December 9, 2020, 6:00 pm—Jewish Federation of Arkansas, Little Rock, AR
**Voices Through Generations** virtual event with Julie Kohner, author of *Hanna Walter: A Love Story*.

December 10, 2020, 5:30 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
Book talk: *Loss & Legacy: The Half Century Quest to Reclaim a Birthright Stolen by the Nazis* with Author Sam Grunner

December 11, 2020, 12:30 pm ET—NEXT GENERATIONS, Boca Raton, FL

December 13, 2020, 1:00 pm ET—Minnesota Jewish Genealogical Society, Minneapolis, MN
**Family Secrets: A Discussion of the Film The Flat**

December 15, 2020, 5:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Family Program: *The Number on Great-Grandpa’s Arm* Screening and Discussion. Suggested donation.

December 16, 2020, 5:00 PT pm—Virtual Jewish Film Festival, Las Vegas, NV
**Shepherd: The Story of a Jewish Dog Webinar**

December 17, 2020, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
*Cilka’s Journey* Book Talk with Heather Morris and Lois Lowry. Suggested donation

December 20, 2020, 8:00 pm ET—NEXT GENERATIONS, Boca Raton, FL
Dr. Irit Felsen webinar: *The Relationships Between Adult Siblings (2Gs) in Holocaust families: Resentments and cut-offs*

January 5 – March 2, 2020—West Charleston Library, 6301 W. Charleston Blvd, Las Vegas, NV
Exhibit: *How Did You Survive?* Check for visiting hours.

January 5, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
*Transforming Moments* with Eva Fogelman and Zalmen Mlotek. Suggested donation.

February 7, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial Resource and Education Center of FL, Maitland, FL
Virtual conversation: *In My Own Words: A Conversation With My Mom: Bernice Lerner & Ruth Mermelstein (nee Rachel Genuity)*

January 26, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**GENerally Speaking with Stephanie Butnick and Derek Sheldon**
FYI... For Your Information

FYI... Online newsletters
Yad Vashem November 9, 2020
Yad Vashem November 16, 2020
Bad Arolsen November 26, 2020
Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club

FYI... Many virtual programs on the Holocaust have been held during the Corona virus shutdown. Here are some of them:
June 3: A Community Silenced: The Nazi Persecution of Gay People
June 10: The Danger of Indifference: Go Behind the Famous Quote
June 24: The Power of Music: A Jewish Rebellion
August 26: Nazi Olympics: Black and Jewish Athletes Defy the Master Race
September 9: Dangerous Efforts to Deny and Distort Holocaust History
October 13: Burton C. Einspruch Holocaust Lecture: Ben Ferencz
October 15: How was it Possible? Introduction to the Holocaust
October 21: Poetry of Psychological Resistance at Auschwitz: The Words of Krystyna Zywulska
October 28: Burton C. Einspruch Lecture: “Commemoration of the 75th Anniversary of the Nuremberg Trials”
September 15: How the Holocaust Shaped Senator Scoop Jackson’s Human Rights Work
November 7: Artifacts Unpacked
November 9: Holocaust Relics: Personal Treasures or Public Evidence?
November 9: Soul Witness: Survivor Testimony as Inspiration During Troubling Times
November 9: To Remember and Reflect: In Memory of Kristallnacht, 1938
November 10: The Night of the Broken Glass Through a Survivor’s Eyes
November 10: November 1938 as a Turning Point?
November 10: Testimony: Eyewitnesses Speak for Action Now
November 10: Finding Refuge in Shanghai
November 10: UNESCO and UN online panel discussion "Holocaust education in crisis?"
November 11: Holocaust Speaker Series: Rosette Teitel
November 11: Stronger Than Hate Speaker Series: Resilience"
November 12: Creating a Concentration Camp Society: How Governments Push for Mass Detention and How People Resist

November 13: City of Saint Paul Kristallnacht Remembrance Event

November 17: Surviving Skokie & Reawakening Panel Discussion

November 17: Technology, the Holocaust, and Human Rights with Professor Clyde Ford

November 18: The Last Living Nuremberg Prosecutor Ben Ferencz

November 24: Holocaust Families: What We Learned From Elie Wiesel

Click here for past video lectures from Yad Vashem

Click here for past videos from the Ghetto Fighters’ House

Click here for past videos from Beit Terezin

Click here for past Facebook programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum

Click here for past programs from the Museum of Jewish Heritage

Click here for past programs from the Illinois Holocaust Museum

Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Museum Los Angeles

Click here for past webinars from Echoes and Reflections

Click here for past programs from Classrooms Without Borders

Click here for past programs from the Center for Jewish History

Click here for past programs from Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County

Click here for past programs from the Jewish Foundation for the Righteous

Click here for past programs from Liberation 75

Click here for past 3GNY WEDU Wednesday speaker presentations

**FYI…** For the latest on the Baltics

**FYI…** Articles, videos, podcasts and slideshows in the news…Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo or others.

**Across Borders: International**

Offline: Holocaust education – a medical imperative

How Nuremberg’s universalism undermined its noble aims

'The slate will never be clean': lessons from the Nuremberg trials 75 years on

Nuremberg Trials: A warning to war criminals and dictators | DW | 20.11.2020

Remembering Nuremberg 75 years on

Justice of a kind
At 100, last Nuremberg prosecutor still yearns for justice
How 100-year-old Ben Ferencz spent a lifetime making legal history | DW | 18.11.2020
The Nuremberg Trials: Three witnesses look back | DW | 19.11.2020
Nuremberg Trials: Nazis facing judgment | DW | 20.11.2020
Nazi’s Grandson Reaches Out to Apologize
Comparing coronavirus vaccines to the Holocaust
Holocaust rescuer’s 101st birthday draws video greetings from 49 countries
Watch: Holocaust hero who saved Jews celebrates 101st birthday
ADL to Yad Vashem: Drop far-right pick for museum chair
ADL and Lipstadt Condemn Yad Vashem Post - Atlanta Jewish Times
Revered Polish Jew, Holocaust survivor joins protests over top appointment at Yad Vashem
There’s a fight brewing over who will lead Israel’s Holocaust museum
Gantz to Oppose Netanyahu’s anti-Arab Pick for Yad Vashem Chairman
Dozens of academics oppose new controversial Yad Vashem chair
750 Jewish and Holocaust scholars sign petition against Yad Vashem head
As a Holocaust historian, I’m horrified that a bigot may lead Yad Vashem
Holocaust survivors protest ‘racist’ candidate for Yad Vashem chair
As a Holocaust scholar and child of survivors, I’m horrified that a bigot may lead Yad Vashem
Is Yad Vashem being politicized? – analysis
Effi Eitam leading Yad Vashem disgraces the memory of the 6 million
Israel’s Pick to Head Holocaust Memorial Stirs International Uproar
The Évian Conference Failed // And Then the Holocaust Began
Priest Returns To His Jewish Roots 60 Years After Parents Murder In Holocaust
Some Childhood Memories of My Friend Danielle
European synagogues keep on lights to mark 1938 Kristallnacht pogroms
Rescuing the fading memory of Kristallnacht
Let's never forget what happened on November 9
Rivlin hosts event marking Kristallnacht with presidents of Austria and Germany
On Kristallnacht anniversary, presidents of Israel, Austria, Germany call for stand against hatred
International March of the Living shines light on Kristallnacht with new campaign
Kristallnacht was the beginning of much worse to come
Immanuel student’s GCSE music score performed in Germany to mark Kristallnacht
The Lesson Still to Be Learned From Kristallnacht
Kristallnacht: A warning from history still not heard
Rabbi Beth D. Davidson: Shedding light on Kristallnacht
Living through Nazi Germany
2 Holocaust survivors return to Poland to Never Forget… with a side of Klezmer
Enduring Memories of Holocaust Remembrance
How Paul Celan Reconcieved Language for a Post-Holocaust World
The Real History of the Mennonites and the Holocaust
Facebook Said It Would Ban Holocaust Deniers. Instead, Its Algorithm Provided a Network for Them
Six weeks ago, Facebook announced a ban on Holocaust denial. It’s still easy to find.
How a Canadian journalist, British historian and 92-year-old friend fixed a WWII burial mistake
Christiane Amanpour invokes Kristallnacht in comparing Trump’s ‘assault on fact’ to the Nazis
Christiane Amanpour Criticized For Comparing Trump To Nazis
CNN host's comparison of Trump era to 'Kristallnacht’ derided as ‘despicable’
An Open Letter to Christiane Amanpour
Amanpour says she 'regrets' Trump-Kristallnacht comparison after criticism
EMET Condemns Christiane Amanpour’s Exploitation of the Holocaust for Political Gain
Celebrity chef Pete Evans promoted a Holocaust denier. Now he’s off a reality show for sharing a neo-Nazi symbol.
Thieves Grab Nazi Memorabilia in Museum Heists, Puzzling Police
Growing rate of theft of Nazi objects across Europe | DW | 09.11.2020
"Facebook's Move on Holocaust Denialism is Too Late"
Six weeks ago, Facebook announced a ban on Holocaust denial. It’s still easy to find.
"Jews Must Stand Up for the Rights of Armenians in Nagorno-Karabahk"

Australia
How one man escaped the Holocaust and saved his family by performing as a clown
‘Let there be light’

Austria
Rothschild heir claims initial win over Vienna in battle over Nazi-seized trust
The Ghost Architect of Vienna
How the Nazis stole a cookbook
The book Alice: The Stolen Best Seller
Alice Urbach’s Stolen Cookbook
Belgium
Belgian Holocaust survivor music lifts neighbours spirit during pandemic

Brazil
Brazilian governor renounces her father’s Nazi sympathies — but Jewish groups say not strongly enough

Canada
Helmut Oberlander, ex-Nazi interpreter, loses appeal at Immigration and Refugee Board | CBC
The 'bittersweet' legacy of Canada's wartime Jewish and Italian internment camps
Trudeau remembers Toronto woman who survived the Holocaust and died of COVID-19
Son of Holocaust survivor who died of COVID-19 praises Trudeau for telling his mother's story | CBC News
Human rights activist Irwin Cotler named Canada’s first anti-Semitism envoy
Alex Rose: The Complicated Legacy Of Holocaust Education
Defence Lawyer In Your Ward News Trial Refused To Challenge Holocaust Gas Chambers, Hate Crime Appeal Told
She survived the Holocaust and died of COVID-19. Her family says pandemic's human toll is lost in the numbers | CBC News
Hillel Queen’s hosts Holocaust survivor
Victoria Shoah Project holds virtual commemoration of Kristallnacht - Victoria News
Toronto suburb to rename street named after Nazi naval officer
City council unanimously supports anti-Semitism declaration
Book Reviews: Holocaust Survivor Memoirs Make Sure We Never Forget
USask to pay tribute to distinguished honorary degree recipients
Family speaks out after anti-semitic incidents at Steveston high school | News
Nazi-Named Street To Be Renamed Following B'nai Brith Advocacy
Toronto suburb to rename street named after Nazi naval officer
Campaign convinces Toronto suburb to take Nazi officer’s name off street

Czech Republic
Remnants of Concentration Camp Used to Imprison Roma Found in Czech Republic
Czech Dressmaker Sent Her Designs to the U.S. Before She Died in the Holocaust. Her Dresses are Now on Display at NCSML

France
How Two French Introverts Quietly Fought the Nazis
Colette: former French resistance member confronts a family tragedy 75 years later

How a Queer French Couple Fought Nazis with Their Art

It Takes a Village

French cartoon row: Islamic leaders push Holocaust denial in response

Germany

Crime and punishment: Nazis on trial | DW | 07.11.2020

The man who prosecuted the Nazis at Nuremberg

Germany marks 75th anniversary of landmark Nuremberg trials

Far Right Rising (40 min. on timeline)

Grandson of Nazi who took over Jewish store tracks down owner's descendants to apologize

What We Can Learn About Nazi Rule From the 'Ideal Nazi Wife'

Night Falls: German Jews React to Hitler's Rise to Power

Angela Merkel laments 'disgrace' of Kristallnacht | DW | 09.11.2020

The Last Bar Mitzvah Before Kristallnacht

Looking back on the Nazis' anti-Jewish pogroms | DW | 09.11.2020

'The youngest child from Belsen': How baby Eva was found in her dying grandmother's arms

Lifting the veil on a German father's Nazi secret - France 24

Paul Celan: The post-Holocaust poet | DW | 23.11.2020

Author Angelika Bammer confronts her family’s ties with the Nazi Party

How 'All Quiet on the Western Front' ran afoul of Nazi film censors | DW | 20.11.2020

Confrontation at German coronavirus protest goes viral

German protester of COVID restrictions compares herself to Nazi resistance fighter

Opinion: Nazi resistance fighters, Holocaust victims and the nonsense of COVID-19 denial | DW | 23.11.2020

German minister rips into anti-lockdown protester for 'trivialising the Holocaust'

Swastikas carved into Jewish headstones, spray-painted on memorials in Germany

Greece

Greek newspaper likens Pfizer’s Jewish CEO with the Nazi doctor Josef Mengele in front-page photo

A Greek to Save the World: Who is Pfizer CEO Albert Bourla?

Hungary

Hungarian official compares George Soros to Hitler
Hungarian official retracts op-ed calling George Soros ‘liberal Fuhrer’

Iceland
Book calling Holocaust a hoax to hit book stores in Iceland in time for Christmas

Iran
Iran's Supreme Leader Criticized For Equating Cartoons Of Prophet Muhammad With Holocaust Denial
Iran media pushes Holocaust denial: Jews perpetrated mass murder in Yemen

Israel
What if Hitler had been killed in 1941?
Netanyahu, Elkin: Step back from joining in Holocaust denial
Tax Authority working to help Holocaust survivors exercise tax benefits
Yair Netanyahu compares Israeli kibbutz movement to Nazi Germany
The Jewelry Thief in a Labor Camp in Poland
For the Jewish state, the Holocaust is a tool to be manipulated
Home for Israeli Holocaust survivors completed by Wilf Family Foundation

Netherlands
Dutch Protestant Church acknowledges failing Jews in World War II
Dutch Protestant Church admits failing Jews in World War II
Jewish leaders spar after Dutch chief rabbi says churches’ admission of Holocaust guilt is ‘unnecessary’
Dutch Jewish family allege bias over refusal to return €20m painting
A Dutch Jew Investigates Nazi-Stolen Art In The Last Vermeer

Poland
When Auschwitz goes digital
Keeping Time In Auschwitz // Did a Girl Compose a Jewish Calendar in a Concentration Camp?
Non-Jewish Polish leader works to clean up country’s forgotten Jewish cemeteries
This non-Jewish leader is working to clean up Poland’s forgotten Jewish cemeteries

Slovak Republic
The history of the Sarajevo Haggadah, the medieval Jewish book that survived the Inquisition, the Holocaust, and the Yugoslav Wars · Global Voices
Sweden

What if? Holocaust tip-off, a stain on Sweden's conscience - France 24

UK

The lost portrait of the grandfather I never met
The 'Robin Hood' policemen who stole from the Nazis
Robert Rinder traces ‘unimaginable trauma’ of Holocaust survivors for BBC series
Judge Rinder broke down in tears after finding out his family were murdered in just 30 minutes at Nazi death camp
Robert Rinder on powerful moment from My Family the Holocaust and Me
Robert Rinder traces ‘unimaginable trauma’ of Holocaust survivors for BBC series
My Family, the Holocaust and Me with Robert Rinder review – remarkably moving TV
Robert Rinder's My Family, the holocaust and me 'breaks' viewers
Former leader of the Holocaust Survivors’ Friendship Association remembered
Amazing story of dancer who witnessed horrors of the Holocaust
Faces of survival
Shadows of the past
Imperial War Museum unveils details of Shoah galleries and JN survivor exhibit
The Holocaust Memorial public inquiry was a costly and unmissable spectacle
75 years after fall of Third Reich, Hitler conspiracy theories even more viral
'I'll never be the same again': facing family trauma in a Nazi concentration camp
Auschwitz survivor: happiness is my revenge
I’m A Celebrity’s Gwyrch Castle was once home for Kindertransport refugees
I'm a Celebrity: How Gwrych Castle sheltered children saved from Nazi Germany - CBBC Newsround
Polish Embassy in London Criticized Over Campaign to Rehabilitate Antisemitic Politician

Ukraine

New synagogue announced at Babyn Yar on eve of Kristallnacht memorial

USA

Biden nominates Alejandro Mayorkas, Latino Jew who has said Jews face heightened threat, as Homeland Security secretary
Biden taps Alejandro Mayorkas as first immigrant to lead Homeland Security
Ex-Homeland Security official Mayorkas returns under Biden
Joe Biden to nominate Antony Blinken as secretary of state
Tony Blinken: guided by a story of Holocaust rescue, and an advocate for Israel’s Iron Dome
Where Biden’s secretary of state choice Tony Blinken stands on Jewish issues, from immigration to Israel
Biden pick Tony Blinken recalls stepfather's story surviving Holocaust
Tony Blinken recounts stepfather’s extraordinary story surviving the Holocaust
Biden’s Secretary of State nominee shares harrowing story of relative’s survival in the…
Opinion | A story of miracles, from the Holocaust to the White House
US Department of Justice denies deportation appeal of former German Nazi guard
94-year-old former Nazi concentration camp guard to be deported from US to Germany
Former Nazi SS guard living in Tennessee loses appeal of deportation order
East Tennessee man served in Hitler's Nazi army closer to deportation
Oklahoma court backs OU, issues cease and desist order in Holocaust survivor's art litigation
Holocaust survivor restitution rules more inclusive now | Jewish Press of Pinellas County
Scribe | A question rarely asked: Would I have survived the Holocaust?
Long Islanders commemorate 82nd anniversary of Kristallnacht
Hundreds of schools get Shoah textbooks to counter conspiracy theory exposure
Joe Biden, inspired to run in shadow of Charlottesville anti-Semitism, wins the presidency
Boston-area synagogue equates Trump post-election actions to Nazi Germany
Conspiracy theories and political insanity
Trump appoints speechwriter fired for attending conference with white nationalists to commission that preserves Holocaust memorials
Jewish Group Denounces White House Pick for Preservation Commission
White supremacist flyers displaying swastikas appeared in a Texas town after Joe Biden was declared president-elect
White supremacist who echoed Trump election fraud claims arrested for threatening to kill Democrats, protesters and federal officials
Left lessens horrors of Holocaust with ‘Nazi’ taunts
Prominent evangelicals fight in court over $3.3M raised for Holocaust survivors
Legislators, Jewish groups file amicus briefs in SCOTUS art case
Why the Nuremberg Trials still matter
World Jewish Congress discovers young singer-songwriter in support of Holocaust education
Searching for Refuge After the Second World War
North Carolina Republican who vacationed at Hitler’s retreat wins congressional race
They called him ‘kike,’ and there were lots of Nazi salutes...
Joe Biden's Support For Holocaust Survivors And The Jewish Community Is Second To None
How to cope with grief, according to a Holocaust survivor and psychologist
Twelve Steps for Healing Trauma From a Holocaust Survivor
A Holocaust Survivor Lifts Neighbors in Dark Times
Covid-19 claims life of Chicago-based Polish newsman Jan Krawiec, a Nazi foe and Auschwitz survivor
Fanny Starr, Colorado’s oldest living Holocaust survivor, dies at 98
Fanny Starr, Colorado's Oldest Living Holocaust Survivor, Passes Away: 'The World Lost A Giant'
Colorado’s Oldest Holocaust Survivor Fanny Starr Dies At 98
Judith Meisel, Santa Barbara Educator and Holocaust Survivor, 1929-2020
Gisela Adamski, Holocaust survivor and educator who lived in West Hartford, dies at 92
Connecticut-based Holocaust Survivor Dies
Obituary: Helen Cymerman Bayer, who rose above horrific Holocaust experiences to live a happy life
Tuesdays with Jon and Helen
Fred and Julia: A family friend becomes the subject of a Holocaust art biography
With deaths of Holocaust survivors, 'We’re seeing so many great lights pass'
Friendship spans four generations for families of Holocaust survivors | Jewish Community Voice
Friends from post-WWII Displaced Persons camp reconnect on Zoom after 69 years
Stranger on a Train
Holocaust Survivor Ruth Weiner Speaks at Hillel Event Commemorating Kristallnacht
“Etched in Glass” details a Boston Holocaust survivor’s harrowing journey
Holocaust survivors in Northeast Ohio reflect on concerning new study
Northeast Ohio was once home to a large community of Holocaust survivors, but will the next generation forget?
I Survived the Holocaust—and Went on to Thrive in Hollywood
'It's about humanity': Barbara Goldstein passionate about Holocaust education
South Coast Woman Remembers Living Through Start Of Nazi Persecution Of Jews
Children Of Kristallnacht Survivors Share Their Parents' Still Chilling Stories
Film documents Skokie's resistance to Neo-Nazis
Coral Springs Volunteer Delivers Thanksgiving Meals to Holocaust Survivors
Thanksgiving Lessons in Gratitude From My Grandmother
High school journalists uncover Hitler quotes in Kentucky police training materials
Attorneys for Jentezen Franklin say lawsuit over Holocaust survivor charity is ‘meritless’

For Stern, appointment to US Holocaust Memorial Council a chance to carry on parents' work

Is It Too Late for American Jewry?

There Is No Space For Hate - Yeshiva University

WSU and U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum team up for multi-year initiative | WSU Insider | Washington State University

Holocaust History: Raising Awareness of the Significance of the Holocaust Among Young People

Holocaust Museum LA Presents Concert With Klezmer Duo Zingarella

Holocaust Museum opens exhibition about the killing of George Floyd

A new exhibit uses George Floyd to universalize the Holocaust

St. Louis Holocaust Museum breaks ground on $21 million expansion

True Guardians of the Human Spirit Celebrated in Emotional Holocaust Museum Houston Event | PaperCity Magazine

Soldier saves boy at Dachau. As tribute, boy later founds Holocaust Memorial in Boston.

Indiana Holocaust Remembrance Day set to go virtual

Herman: Time to abolish the Texas Holocaust and Genocide Commission?

Educators see need to expand schools' lessons on Holocaust

Holocaust Education Forum for Teens honors veterans, gives students contemporary lesson on anti-Semitism

"Uprooting Prejudice" At The Holocaust Memorial Resource And Education Center Of Florida

An 'Imperative' Lesson: Teacher On Arizona's New Holocaust Education Requirement

Holocaust Education & Telling The Stories Of Survivors | Teachers' Lounge Podcast

The FHM’s Meet Marie: Holocaust Survivor – Virtual Program

Holocaust Survivors and Descendants of Survivors to celebrate Chanukah virtually

FAU Announces Largest Gift in School’s History

Florida principal fired again for his refusal to say the Holocaust happened

Florida Principal Who Wouldn’t Call Holocaust ‘Factual’ Is Fired Again

Holocaust Denier Will Not Be Rehired By Palm Beach County Schools

Florida principal who was fired — then rehired — after Holocaust denial is fired again

Palm Beach County School Board rescinds decision to rehire Boca Raton principal

Violins Rescued From The Holocaust Will Be Played In Online Concert

Our Thanksgiving table

Looking Back: Somber Memories — Detroit Jewish News
Book Review: 'The Unanswered Letter,' By Faris Cassell — Detroit Jewish News
From the Holocaust, lessons in how to live today
New collection of Yiddish kids' stories comes out from under shadow of Holocaust
Two neo-Nazis tried to harass an anti-racism podcaster. They failed and got arrested.
The True History of Netflix's 'The Liberator'
Guy Pearce steals show as art forger who fooled Goering in ‘The Last Vermeer’
Even Sophia Loren as aging Auschwitz-survivor madame can’t save ‘The Life Ahead’
‘Love It Was Not’ Review: Holocaust Doc Delves Into Relationship Between Jewish Prisoner and SS Officer
Washington DC Holocaust org. 3GDC incorporated as non-profit
Food Network star Alton Brown apologizes after 'flippant' Holocaust remarks on Twitter
A Proud Boys leader is trying to rebrand the group as explicitly white supremacist and anti-Semitic
White supremacist who echoed Trump election fraud claims arrested for threatening to kill Democrats, protesters and federal officials

Vatican
The Church Lifts Its Veil of Secrecy
Q&A: Steven Pressman talks ‘Holy Silence,’ the Catholic Church and the Holocaust
Jesuit Catholic priest pens book about his order’s complicity in the Holocaust

PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. *Generations of the Shoah International* and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.

We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust Survivor family members. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation, or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.

**GSI Coordinating Council**
Esther Finder [Generations of the Shoah – Nevada and Holocaust Survivors Group of Southern Nevada]
Anat Bar-Cohen [The Generation After, DC],
Klara Firestone [Second Generation, LA, CA]
Sandy Hoffman z”l [Generations After, WI]
Dina Cohen [Generations of the Shoah, NJ]
Barbara Wind [Generations of the Shoah, NJ]
Ken Engel [CHAIM, MN]
Pepi Nichols [Second Generation of Jewish Holocaust Survivors in Houston, TX]
Charles Silow [CHAIM, MI]
Daniel Brooks [3G NY]
Doris Schwarz-Lisenbee z’l [Second and Third Generation Programs Silicon Valley Holocaust Survivor Association]
Raymonde (Ray) Fiol [Holocaust Survivors Group of Southern Nevada]
Sarah Weiss [Executive Director, The Center for Holocaust and Humanity Education]
Janice Friebaum [Phoenix Holocaust Association]
George Foster [Australian Association of Jewish Holocaust Survivors & Descendants]
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